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Introduction

As a data anonymization and data privacy protection solution  architect, 
I have spent a good amount of time understanding how data anony-
mization, as a data privacy protection measure, is being approached 
by enterprises across different industrial sectors. Most of these enter-
prises approached enterprise-wide data anonymization more as an 
art than as a science.

Despite the initiation of data privacy protection measures like 
enterprise-wide data anonymization, a large number of enterprises 
still ran the risk of misuse of sensitive data by mischievous insiders. 
Though these enterprises procured advanced tools for data anony-
mization, many applications across the enterprise still used copies of 
actual production data for software development life cycle activities. 
The reasons for the less-than-expected success of data anonymiza-
tion initiatives arose due to challenges arising from multiple quarters, 
ranging from technology to data to process to people.

This book intends to demystify data anonymization, identify the 
typical challenges faced by enterprises when they embark on enter-
prisewide data anonymization initiatives, and outline the best practices 
to address these challenges. This book recognizes that the challenges 
faced by the data anonymization program sponsor/ manager are dif-
ferent from those of a data anonymization practitioner. The program 
sponsor’s worries are more about getting the program executed on time 
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and on budget and ensuring the continuing success of the  program as 
a whole whereas the practitioner’s challenges are more technological 
or application-specific in nature.

Part I of this book is for the anonymization program sponsor, 
who can be the CIO or the IT director of the organization. In this 
part, this book describes the need for data anonymization, what data 
anonymization is, when to go in for data anonymization, how a 
data  anonymization program should be scoped, what the challenges 
are when planning for this initiative at an enterprise-level scope, who 
in the organization needs to be involved in the program, which are 
the processes that need to be set up, and what operational aspects to 
watch out for.

Part II of this book is for the data anonymization practitioner, who 
can be a data architect, a technical lead, or an application architect. 
In this part, this book describes the different solution patterns and 
techniques available for data anonymization, how to select a pattern 
and a technique, the step-by-step approach toward data anonymiza-
tion for an application, the challenges encountered, and the best 
practices involved.

This book is not intended to help design and develop data anony-
mization algorithms or techniques or build data anonymization tools. 
This book should be thought of more as a reference guide for data 
anonymization implementation.
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1
Overview Of Data 

anOnymizatiOn

Points to Ponder

•	 What is data anonymization?
•	 What are the drivers for data anonymization?

Here are some startling statistics on security incidents and private 
data breaches:

•	 Leading technology and business research firms report that 
70% of all security incidents and 80% of threats come from 
insiders and 65% are undetected.1

•	 The Guardian reports that a leading healthcare provider in 
Europe has suffered 899 personal data breach incidences 
between 2008–20112 and also reports that the biggest threat 
to its data security is its staff.3

•	 Datalossdb, a community research project aimed at docu-
menting known and reported data loss incidents worldwide, 
reports that in 2011:
•	 A major entertainment conglomerate found 77 million 

customer records had been compromised.4
•	 A major Asian developer and media network had the per-

sonal information of 6.4 million users compromised.4
•	 An international Asian bank had the personal informa-

tion of 20,000 customers compromised.4

The growing incidence of misuse of personal data has resulted in a 
slew of data privacy protection regulations by various governments 
across countries. The primary examples of these regulations include 
the European Data Protection Directive and its local derivatives, the 
U.S. Patriot Act, and HIPAA.
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Mischievous insiders selling confidential data of customer. (Courtesy of Jophy Joy)

The increasing trend of outsourcing software application devel-
opment and testing to remote offshore locations has also increased 
the risk of misuse of sensitive data and has resulted in another 
set of regulations such as PIPEDA (introduced by the Canadian 
government).

These regulations mandate protection of sensitive data involv-
ing personally identifiable information (PII) and protected health 
information (PHI) from unauthorized personnel. Unauthorized 
personnel include the application developers, testers, and any 
other  users  not mandated by business to have access to these 
 sensitive data.

The need to comply with these regulations along with the risk of 
hefty fines and potential loss of business in the event of misuse of per-
sonal data of customers, partners, and employees by insiders have led 
to enterprises looking at data privacy protection solutions such as ano-
nymization. Data anonymization ensures that even if (anonymized) 
data are stolen, they cannot be used (misused)!!

PII

PII is any information which, by itself, or when combined with addi-
tional information, enables identification or inference of the individ-
ual. As a rule of thumb, any personally identifiable information that 
in the hands of a wrong person has the potential for loss of reputation 
or blackmail, should be protected as PII.
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PII EXAMPLES

PII includes the following attributes.

Financial: Credit card number, CVV1, CVV2, account 
number, account balance, or credit balance

Employment related: Salary details
Personal: Photographs, iris scan, biometric details, 

national identification number such as SSN, national 
insurance number, tax identification number, date of 
birth, age, gender, marital status, religion, race, address, 
zip code, city, state, vehicle registration number, and 
driving license details 

Educational details: such as qualifications, university 
course, school or college studied, year of passing 

Contact information: including e-mail address, social 
networking login, telephone number (work, residential, 
mobile)

Medical information: Prior medical history/pre-existing 
diseases, patient identification number

PII DEFINITION

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 
defines PII as any information that allows 

•	 Tracing of an individual or distinguishing of an indi-
vidual: This is the information which by itself identifies 
an individual. For example, national insurance number, 
SSN, date of birth, and so on.5

or

•	 Linked or linkable information about the individual: 
This is the information associated with the individual. 
For example, let’s assume a scenario where the first name 
and educational details are stored in one data store, and 
the last name and educational details are in another data 
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PHI

A lot of personal health information is collected, generated, stored, or 
transmitted by healthcare providers. This may be past health informa-
tion, present health information, or future health information of an 
individual. Health may point toward physical or mental health or both. 
Such information directly or indirectly identifies the individual. The 
difference between PII and PHI is that PHI does not include education 
or employment attributes. The introduction of the Health Insurance 
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) by the United States 
brought in the necessary urgency among organizations toward protec-
tion of PHI. PHI covers all forms of media  (electronic, paper, etc.).

What Is Data Anonymization?

Data anonymization is the process of de-identifying sensitive data 
while preserving its format and data type.

The masked data can be realistic or a random sequence of data. Or 
the output of anonymization can be deterministic, that is, the same 
value every time. All these are dependent on the technique used for 
anonymization.

Technically, data masking refers to a technique that replaces the 
data with a special character whereas data anonymization or data 
obfuscation constitutes hiding of data and this would imply replace-
ment of the original data value with a value preserving the format 

store. If the same individual can always access both data 
stores, this individual can link the information to iden-
tify another individual. This is a case of linked infor-
mation. If the same individual cannot access both data 
stores at the same time, or needs to access both data 
stores separately, it is a case of linkable information.5

Thus if both data stores do not have controls that allow for seg-
regation of data stores, it is an example of linked information. If 
the data stores have segregating security controls, it is linkable 
information.


